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No matter the application, the suspended and surface Linear 
Lighting Profiles will provide high lumen output and bright illumi-
nation wherever it is used. This clean, refined luminaire option will 
ensure that any application stands out while maintaining a 
well-constructed, impressive visual as  standard.

Digital Lighting is the fourth dimension of Architecture and 
Design. Our Experience in the Building process reflects in the 
system design and offers extra support to the clients. Custom 
shapes available subject to design, Incorporates European 
branded LED drivers, Up to 170Lumens per watt, Direct/Indirect 
lighting options available for suspended fittings, Clip in gear tray 
for easy installation, Tunable White options, and low mainte-
nance cost. 

We love light. We understand light. We know how light can guide 
and focus attention. Most importantly, we understand how light 
affects people. BRIGHT configures your lighting solution exactly to 
your needs and wishes. Don’t just limit what we can do to what 
you can see because your imagination is the real limit of what we 
can do – if you can draw it we can make it!  
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Explore our Ring, Round and Curved bespoke Linear lighting 
range. We provide the latest trends and technology in lighting, as 
well as proven classic styles to achieve the perfect look for your 
project. In some cases, a fitting can become the center of the 
room, bringing a space together with style and personality.

For simple, clean runs of light that fully illuminate office and com-
mercial spaces to ensure good illumination, Bright’s Rings, 
Rounds and Bespoke Curved Linear Lighting Profiles are available 
in Custom lengths for continuous lighting systems, bespoke 
geometric shaped feature lights with fully illuminated corners can 
be created upon client’s request.
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